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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce a statistical method for examining and adjusting chemical-
transport models. We illustrate the findings with total column ozone predictions, based
on the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 2-D (UIUC 2-D) chemical-transport
model of the global atmosphere.5
We propose a general diagnostic procedure for the model outputs in total ozone
over the latitudes ranging from 60◦ South to 60◦ North to see if the model captures
some typical patterns in the data. The method proceeds in two steps to avoid possible
collinearity issues. First, we regress the measurements given by a cohesive data set
from the SBUV(/2) satellite system on the model outputs with an autoregressive noise10
component. Second, we regress the residuals of this first regression on the solar flux,
the annual cycle, the Antarctic or Arctic Oscillation, and the Quasi Biennial Oscillation.
If the coefficients from this second regression are statistically significant, then they
mean that the model did not simulate properly the pattern associated with these factors.
Systematic anomalies of the model are identified using data from 1979 to 1995, and15
statistically corrected afterwards. The 1996–2003 validation sample confirms that the
combined approach yields better predictions than the direct UIUC 2-D outputs.
1. Introduction
A lot of time and effort has been devoted to developing numerical chemistry-transport
models in order to simulate and predict ozone changes. These models are based20
on the current understanding of the physical and chemical processes affecting the
atmosphere, and have been primary tools in past studies to evaluate changes in
stratospheric ozone resulting from atmospheric emissions of halocarbons and other
gases and aerosols. For a survey of these modeling tools, see WMO (2003). These
numerical-physical models broadly simulate long-term changes in ozone. They do25
show some limitations, particularly in the treatment of the ozone “hole” processes in
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the Southern Hemisphere and in describing the observed asymmetry of the ozone
loss after the major eruption of Mt. Pinatubo. As part of the validation process, the
models need to be tested for their ability to replicate significant patterns of the short-
term and long-term variations of ozone. In general, atmospheric models climatologies
and biases are assessed and compared with observations, e.g. Hein et al. (2001);5
Austin et al. (2003); Dameris et al. (2005). Douglass et al. (1999) evaluated three 3-
D chemistry transport models with scores by computing an index associated with the
differences between model outputs and measurements. They tested the different com-
ponents separately. Note that Fish and Burton (1997) and Considine et al. (1999) also
assessed some of the uncertainties associated with predictions given by a chemistry-10
transport models. In this paper, we modify the UIUC 2-D total column model outputs
based on the measurements and take into account inadequate representation of im-
portant features in the data and the influence of some explanatory variables including
the solar flux, the Antarctic Oscillation (AAO), Arctic Oscillation (AO), and the Quasi
Biennial Oscillation (QBO). We estimate the discrepancy between the model outputs15
and the measurements over the period January 1979 through December 1995 and
then validate the statistically adjusted model with data over the period 1996–2003. We
introduce a novel way to test, evaluate and improve numerical models relative to the tra-
ditional approaches, and present an general diagnostic technique based on a two-step
regression scheme. The UIUC 2-D model illustrates the technique, and our approach20
can be applied to 3-D model as well. We examine the results of these evaluations em-
ploying the UIUC 2-D model for the calculated changes in ozone during 1996-2003 to
demonstrate how statistical techniques can enable modelers to improve the confidence
in model predictions. Note that this is not another layer of parametrisation, since we
rely on observations to fix the model outputs. Indeed, we do not introduce a parameter25
that we have to tune empirically using scientific intuition, we perform a data-driven ad-
justment of the model. For true future scenarios, say over the 21st century, our method
not only improves the seasonal representation (e.g allowing for more accurate predic-
tions for a particular month), but can also examine scenarios for given QBO and AO
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(e.g. allowing for a possible phase shift due to greenhouse-gas forcing in the AO, as
explained in Shindell et al., 1999).
The best correction would be to fix the model itself. However, modelers rely on few
diagnostics to carry out corrections, and our technique yields new diagnostics that can
help modelers. Furthermore, it is very difficult to change the model parametrisation in a5
way that it will directly affect a specific variation, and our statistical adjustment corrects
the outputs in a data-driven way.
2. The UIUC 2-D chemical-transport model
The UIUC two-dimensional chemical-radiative-transport model is a zonally-averaged
model of the chemistry and physics of the global atmosphere. The model is often used10
to study human related and natural forcings on the troposphere and stratosphere, but,
because it is zonally-averaged, the analysis of tropospheric processes is limited. The
model determines the atmospheric distributions of 78 chemically active atmospheric
trace constituents. The model domain extends from pole to pole and from the ground to
84 km. A grid element in the model represents 5◦ of latitude and 1.5 km in log-pressure15
altitude. In addition to 56 photolytic reactions, the model incorporates 161 thermal reac-
tions in the chemical mechanism, including heterogeneous reactions (e.g., see Wueb-
bles et al., 2001, or Wei et al., 2001). Reaction rates and photolysis cross-sections in
the model are based on recommendations from the NASA’s Chemical Kinetics Review
Panel, e.g. DeMore et al. (1997); Sander et al. (2000).20
The transport of chemical species is accomplished through advection, turbulent eddy
transport, and convection. Transport of species in the model is self-consistently calcu-
lated using the predicted model ozone (and other radiatively important species) and
seasonally varying climatological temperatures (T ), based on NCEP analyses. Model
transport fields are evaluated by combining the zonal mean momentum equation and25
the thermodynamic equation into a form that, along with the thermal wind equation,
yields a second order Poisson diagnostic equation for the residual mean meridional
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stream function. The right hand side of the stream function equation includes the net
heating rate term and all wave forcings. The net heating rate is calculated knowing the
temperature and chemical species distributions and includes latent heating. Planetary
waves for wavenumbers 1 and 2 are included. Stratospheric values of Kyy are calcu-
lated using the planetary wave dissipation rate and vorticity for both wave number 15
and 2. Values of Kzz due to gravity waves are evaluated. Larger diffusion coefficients
are assigned to the troposphere to mimic fast tropospheric mixing. The model uses
a seasonally varying tropospheric Kyy . Convective transport in the model is based on
the climatology of Langner et al. (1990).
The latest version of the UIUC 2D model, labeled the 2002 version, has some key10
improvements incorporated in it. Major upgrades to the solution technique of resid-
ual mean meridional circulation (RMMC) and the treatments of atmospheric dynamics
were made through better representation of the effects of planetary waves and a more
accurate method for determining the RMMC (based on Choi, 1995; Choi and Youn,
2001). The treatment of planetary waves with wave numbers 1 and 2 have been up-15
dated with better data-based boundary topography and boundary winds. Latent heat-
ing and the sensible heat flux are specified based on more physically meaningful anal-
yses (following Kim, 1999). An accurate and fast longwave radiation code for the height
of surface to 60 km is adopted in the radiation part of the model. The improvements
in the treatment of the infrared radiation and RMMC solution technique are discussed20
in Choi and Youn (2001). In the model, we derive the residual mean circulation using
a fixed temperature field and u-bar. For our “current” atmosphere, we use the United
Kingdommeteorological Office (UKMO) T and u-bar fields to derive the circulation. The
NCEP/NCAR T fields are then used to get the trend in temperature from 1979–2002.
The zonally averaged temperature and wind fields are specified based on the 6-year25
climatology of the United Kingdom meteorological Office (UKMO) reanalysis data. In
addition, background diffusion coefficients, which cannot be explicitly obtained in the
model, are also tuned for the “leaky pipe” model and the model barrier between tropics,
mid-latitudes, and polar regions.
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In the current version of the model the chemistry has been updated according to the
NASA recommendations (Sander et al., 2000). This particularly affects the nitrogen
oxide chemistry, the N2O5 and ClONO2 hydrolysis and several HOCl and HCl reactions.
HOBr and HOCl cross-sections and the O3 photolysis quantum yields are updated as
well.5
All of these changes in the model have resulted in the improved representation of
the distributions of age of air, which means better model transport in the “age of air
concept” (Hall and Plumb, 1994; Hall et al., 1999). The upgraded components make
the model mean age distribution closer to the observed features described in Models
and Measurements II (Park et al., 1999). The older mean age in the higher latitudes10
and altitudes than those in M&M II is seen and thought to be closer to the observed age
of air. For example around 23–25 km the mean age of the current model in the Polar
Regions is larger than the previous versions, which shows the improved performance
of the current model in the vicinity.
The UIUC 2-D CTM was used in a series of studies to evaluate the relative impor-15
tance of various factors in determining how well the model represents observed trends
in stratospheric ozone. For these studies, as outlined below, we considered the ef-
fects of changing emissions and concentrations of source gases, the effects of solar
flux variations, the effects of volcanic eruptions through measured aerosol surface area
densities, and the effects of changing stratospheric temperatures.20
– The surface mixing ratios from WMO (2003) for all relevant source gases (e.g.,
halocarbons, methane, nitrous oxide, carbon monoxide) but updated using recent
data from Climate Monitoring & Diagnostics Laboratory (CMDL, using data on
http://www.cmdl.noaa.gov/);
– The solar mid- and near-ultraviolet radiation (200 to 400 nm) data from 1970 to25
2002 (as updated by J. Lean, private communication, 2003, based on earlier anal-
yses in Lean et al. (1997);
– Stratospheric aerosol surface area densities derived from extinction measure-
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ments by Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) II from 1981 to 2002
(as updated by L. Thomason, private communication, 2003, based on earlier anal-
yses in Thomason et al., 1997);
– Tropospheric and stratospheric temperature data from 1980 to 2002 based
on a combination of analyses for 1000 hPa to 10 hPa based on the National5
Center for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCEP/NCAR; http://dss.ucar.edu/pub/reanalysis/) reanalysis, and the data from
10hPa to 0.5 hPa based on NOAA Climate Predict Center (CPC; A. J. Miller, pri-
vate communication, 2003) analyses.
The model describes the response to the solar flux and volcanic eruptions, but does10
not account for the Antarctic or Arctic Oscillation nor for the QBO. The model was run
to 2005 using no T trend and solar flux variations matching the last solar cycle. We
then compared to ozone data through 2003.
3. The data set
The observed data set for ozone covers the period ranging from January 1979 to De-15
cember 2003. This data set has been calibrated across multiple satellites data sources,
and is averaged over the months, longitudes, and binned into 10◦ latitude bands, form-
ing so-called monthly zonal means (Miller et al., 2002). The satellite observations are
made by Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Ozone Sensors (SBUV and SBUV/2). The over-
lap between the satellites have been used to estimate their relative biases and adjust20
all the data sets to the NOAA-9 SBUV/2 as the standard. We will make use of mea-
surements for the 60◦ S–60◦ N latitudinal bands. Indeed, for latitudes lower than 60◦ S
and higher than 60◦ N, the instruments records are not complete because of the lack
of UV’s in their respective winters at those latitudes. In comparison to the Total Ozone
Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) zonal averages data set, the SBUV-SBUV/2 data set25
has no major gaps. There were no TOMS measurements for parts of 1993 and 1994,
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for the whole year of 1995, and the first half of 1996. Fioletov et al. (2002) exam-
ined six data sets of monthly average zonal means of total column ozone, including
ground-based measurements, and estimated past variations and trends. It turns out
that ground-based measurements are inhomogeneous in terms of local ozone “clima-
tology” due to the locations (especially longitude), the calibration, the type of instrument5
used (e.g. Dobson and Brewer instruments, filter ozonemeters), or an unclear system-
atic bias.
For solar flux, we used adjusted 2800Mhz flux data. They are corrected for the
changing sun-earth distance (which can contain fluctuations as large as 7%). The
Space Physics Interactive Data Resources http://spidr.ngdc.noaa.gov/spidr/index.html10
supplied monthly averages. The AAO, AO and QBO were provided by the NOAA Cli-
mate Prediction Center of the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP).
These data can be found at http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/. The AAO data are 700mb
height anomalies poleward of 20◦S onto the loading pattern of the AAO. The loading
pattern of the AAO is defined as the leading mode of Empirical Orthogonal Function15
analysis of monthly mean 700hPa height during 1979–2000 period. The AO data
are 1000mb height anomalies poleward of 20◦ N onto the loading pattern of the AO.
The loading pattern of the AO is defined as the leading mode of Empirical Orthog-
onal Function analysis of monthly mean 1000mb height during 1979–2000 period.
The QBO data are given by the Climate Data Assimilation System (CDAS) reanalysis20
data at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Climate Prediction Cen-
ter http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/ and are the zonally averaged winds at
50Mb over the equator. The QBO data is lagged two months per 10◦ of latitude, based
on Zerefos et al. (1992). Since the QBO index was not available before January 1979,
we calibrated the QBO index with available Singapore winds data at 50Mb and re-25
trieved an approximate zonally averaged winds for 1978. Furthermore, we added two
seasonally dependent QBO’s by multiplying the QBO index by either sin(2pit/12) or
cos(2pit/12) – where t is time in months – to account for the seasonal dependence of
total column ozone on the QBO.
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4. Diagnostics
A natural approach to evaluate a numerical model of the atmosphere is to gauge spe-
cific features. Total column ozone at any given location depends on many factors, in-
cluding the solar flux, the AAO/AO and the QBO. As shown in Fig. 1, which displays the
total column ozone measurements (in black) and the UIUC 2-D model outputs (in red)5
for six latitude bands in the Southern hemisphere, a noticeable drawback of the current
UIUC 2-D model is the discrepancy in the seasonal representation of total ozone. The
situation is similar for the Northern hemisphere, as shown in Fig. 2. As a result, we
are particularly interested in examining the monthly patterns. Moreover, we want to
determine whether the solar cycle is adequately treated in the model calculations, and10
whether it may be possible to assess the AAO/AO and the QBO influences which are
not present in the UIUC 2-D model.
Douglass et al. (1999) carried out several tests to assess three 3-D chemistry
transport models. For instance, when examining the modeled temperatures, a crite-
rion based on differences between the National Centers for Environmental Prediction15
(NCEP) analyses and model outputs was introduced. The grade for a specific latitude
band at 50 hPa is given by
grade = 1 − 1
12
12∑
i=1
|TMODELi − TNCEPi |
3σNCEPi
,
where T is the monthly mean temperature, i is the month, σNCEPi is the NCEP temper-
ature’s standard deviation for month i . Other tests were introduced for various physical20
processes of interest. These tests are very useful for the modelers, since they can
improve the physical representation of their models. The selection of criteria that high-
light orthogonal model processes helps understand the model behavior. However, for
the case of total column ozone, these tests ought to be combined in order to take into
account the interactions between the processes. In this paper, our procedure aims at25
weighting the various deficiencies with respect to their impact on ozone. Accordingly,
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the diagnostics we present here can be used to directly correct the model outputs.
Our approach is based on two first-order approximations. First, we suppose that the
measurements are approximately linearly related to the model outputs. Thus, we ten-
tatively assume that a level shift and a scale factor explains most of the discrepancy
between the model and the measurements. To account for unexplained short-term5
dynamic geophysical phenomena, we use an autoregressive noise, e.g. Reinsel et al.
(1981); Tiao et al. (1990); Weatherhead et al. (1998) when comparing the model out-
puts and the measurements. Secondly, we examine the residuals from this first linear
regression. If the model is adequately simulating ozone behavior (up to a level shift
and a scale factor), then there is no relevant information in these residuals. On the10
other hand, if the model does not properly represent the influence of an explanatory
variable (e.g. an oscillation or a seasonal variation), then the residuals should exhibit a
signal of the discrepancy with respect to this variable. Our second first-order approxi-
mation is thus a linear relation between the residuals from the first regression and the
explanatory variables.15
Note that a purely empirical statistical method might skip the intermediate step where
the model is involved and directly relate the measurements to the explanatory vari-
ables. By doing so, only one, but strong, first-order approximation is assumed. In the
case of a non-linear influence of a particular variable or a combination of variables
(e.g. aerosols and solar cycle, Solomon et al., 1996) this assumption can be violated.20
Using a chemistry-transport model in the two steps approach, only in the second step
the model inadequacies are assumed to be approximately linearly related to the ex-
planatory variables. This seems more reasonable.
Carrying out a linear regression of the residuals on the relevant patterns (monthly in-
dicators, and explanatory variables) enables us to examine the coefficients associated25
with these factors. If the coefficients are not statistically significant then the model has
captured the influence of these factors; if the coefficients are significant, we can give a
measure of the anomaly. More precisely, our proposed two steps are the following:
– Step 1. Regress the measurements on model outputs, with an autoregressive
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model of order one (AR(1)) component. Denoting by O(t) the measured monthly
total column ozone, and by M(t) the model outputs, the regression equation is
O(t) = c + aM(t) + Nt, (1)
where Nt is AR(1), i.e. Nt=ρNt−1+t with (t) a sequence of independent iden-
tically distributed Normal random variables (white noise) with common variance5
σ2.
– Step 2. Regress the estimated residuals ˆt from the first step regression on the
monthly indicators, possible trends, and the explanatory variables to see whether
or not the model captures these features. Specifically, we denote by mi (t), i =
January, February,..., December the monthly indicators throughout time such that10
mi (t)=0 except for month t=i where mi (t)=1. Also, denote by s(t) the monthly
solar flux, ao(t) either the AAO index (Southern hemisphere) or the AO index
(Northern hemisphere), qbo(t) the QBO index, qbos(t) the QBO index multiplied
by sin(2pit/12), and qboc(t) the QBO index multiplied by cos(2pit/12), the lin-
ear trend indicator t/12, and the contrasted slope-change recovery indicator r(t)15
which is equal to 0 before t0 = January 1996 and t−t0 after January 1996 (Rein-
sel, 2002). Thus, we examine the regression:
ˆt =
∑12
i=1 αimi (t) + bs(t) +ω1t/12 +ω2r(t) (2)
+caoao(t) + cqboqbo(t) + cqbosqbos(t) + cqbocqboc(t) + 
′
t
where (′t) is a white noise.20
Each latitude band is treated as independent and the regression on the 12 latitude
bands provide 12 sets of values for the parameters c and a. The standard errors
correspond to the least square error from the 300 data points for each band.
Table 1 displays the values of a and c in Eq. (1) over the period 1979–2003 for the 12
10-degree latitude bands from 50–60◦ S to 50–60◦ N. If the model adequately describes25
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the evolution of ozone, the constant c would be close to 0 and the regression coefficient
a would be close to 1. However, many of those numbers are statistically different from
0 or 1, respectively, suggesting possible improvements are needed.
The αi ’s are summarized in Fig. 3 for the UIUC 2-D model over 1979–2003. The
standard errors, which depend on the latitude and the month considered, are usually5
less than 3DU at the midlatitudes and much less near the equator. Such small uncer-
tainties are due to the fact that we accounted for the circulation through the QBO and
the AO. For the entire time period, we can observe obvious inadequacy in the seasonal
representation of the model. For example, for 50–60◦ N, the shifted and rescaled model
(first regression) underestimates total column ozone in the Autumn andWinter seasons10
(blue cells), but overestimates ozone by an average of 20 to 30DU in the month of May
(red cell). The circulation in the real atmosphere changes from year to year. Hence,
the monthly differences between model outputs and observations are not relatively
constant. The monthly anomalies computed in our study are not the mere monthly
differences, but the monthly differences acounting for the circulation through the QBO15
and the AO. The monthly anomalies are relatively constant because the misrepresen-
tation of the seasonal variation stays relatively constant with time, when accounting for
year to year variations of the circulation.
Table 2 displays the coefficients other than the αi ’s from Eq. (2) over the period
1979–2003. None of the solar cycle or the linear trend and slope change coefficients20
are statistically significant (with the 2 standard errors rule). Hence, the UIUC 2-D
model is adequately simulating the solar influence and the long-term trends. For other
geophysical variations (AAO, AO and QBO) that are not included in the UIUC 2-D
model, many anomalies do appear. The cao’s are significant from 10
◦ N to 60◦ N. For
the Southern hemisphere, the coefficient is significant only for 50–40◦ S. This asym-25
metry of the anomalies associated with these oscillations might be explained by the
limited understanding of the dynamics in the Southern hemisphere for midlatitudes.
The cqbo, cqbos, cqboc are significant for all latitudes except for 60–50
◦ S, 40–50◦ N,
and 50–60◦ N. Either these latitudes do not show a statistically strong enough con-
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nection between the QBO and the ozone or our representation of the QBO should be
improved for these high latitudes.
We remark here that an alternative to this two-step methodology would be to carry
out only one regression with model outputs and all the components included in the
second regression. This raises a statistical problem. Specifically, near collinearities5
between the regressors, specifically the model outputs and the monthly indicators as
well as the solar flux will empirically appear and deteriorate the estimation, e.g. see
Stewart (1987) for a theoretical explanation. For all latitudes, the coefficients asso-
ciated with the monthly indicators are highly not significant when running a one-step
regression (our results show that T-values usually smaller than 0.2 instead of greater10
then 2 for significance), and we can not detect seasonal misrepresentations in the
model. Thus, the one-step approach does not yield a good diagnostics.
5. Estimation and validation
To estimate discrepancies with respect to the specific variables and test their validities
for prediction, we divide the data into two segments: 1979–1995 for estimation and15
1996–2003 for validation. Tables 3 and 4 display the first step regression for these
two periods, showing results broadly similar to those in Table 1 indicating that the
discrepancies remain stable over time.
We now propose a correction of the UIUC 2-D model using the two-step results.
First, we estimate the coefficients using the two-step procedure for data from 1979–20
1995. The results for the first regression are given earlier in Table 3, and those for the
second regression in Table 5 (which are broadly similar to Table 2). Let us denote by
cˆ, aˆ, bˆ, αˆi , βˆi cˆao, cˆqbo, cˆqbos, cˆqboc the estimates of the coefficients (see Eqs. 1 and 2).
Note that for the second regression over the time period 1979–1995 the trend recovery
term r(t) is not present, and the trend estimates of ω are also dropped because all25
of them are highly insignificant. Denote by ρˆ the estimate of the autocorrelation ρ in
the first regression, and ˆ′t the estimated residual noise in the second regression. It is
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readily seen that the adjusted model output M˜(t) corresponding to the model outputs
M(t) for the time period 1996–2003, for a specific latitude band, will then be given by:
M˜(t) = cˆ + aˆM(t) + Nˆ ′t, (3)
where M(t) is the model output for the second period 1996–2003 and
Nˆ ′t = ρˆNˆ ′t−1 + bˆs(t) +
12∑
i=1
αˆimi (t) + cˆaoao(t) (4)
5
+cˆqboqbo(t) + cˆqbosqbos(t) + cˆqbocqboc(t)
Table 5 shows that the linear trend and the solar flux coefficients were never deemed
as statistically significant in the second step regression. This proves that the model
captured most of the pattern induced by the solar flux effect on stratospheric ozone,
and demonstrates an ability at simulating properly the long term trend. Again, we have10
not included the linear trend estimate ωˆ1 in the correction since it was never significant.
However, on a shorter scale of less than a decade, some variations are not properly
taken into account. Indeed, the AAO/AO coefficients are often significant (especially in
the Northern hemisphere), as well as the QBO coefficients. Note that the UIUC 2-D
model does not include the AAO/AO and QBO and therefore it is logical that significant15
anomalies arise. Only for 60–50◦ S, our method did not detect any significant coefficient
among the AAO/AO and QBO’s, stressing the difficulty in the treatment of the Antarctic
dynamic.
For the second or validation period, 1996–2003, the modified or adjusted model for
the measurements is given by the regression equation20
O(t) = c + aM˜(t) + Nt, (5)
where Nt is AR(1), namely, replacing the model outputs M(t) in Eq. (1) by the adjusted
model outputs M˜(t) in Eq. (3).
We can now compare the results of the first regression for the raw model in Table 4,
and the adjusted model in Table 6, for the period 1996–2003. The adjusted model25
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does an appreciably better job at characterizing the the evolution of total column ozone.
Specifically, except for the 0–10◦ N band, c is never significant and a is very close to 1
across all latitudes. The fit is dramatically improved for the adjusted model, as shown
in the last two columns of Table 6. The enhancement is larger with high latitude since
ozone is less stable there than near the equator.5
For further demonstration, Fig. 4 displays for the period 1996–2003, the measure-
ments (in black), the UIUC 2-D model outputs (in red) and the adjusted model outputs
(in green) for 60–50◦ S, 50–40◦ S, and Fig. 5 shows similar comparison for 40–50◦ N
and 50–60◦ N. In each case the adjusted model is seen to be much closer to the ob-
servations. The minimum values are very well predicted, and the maximum values are10
well predicted. Furthermore, for 60–50◦ S, the currently limited understanding of the
polar vortex does not enable the adjusted model to completely capture the variations.
In particular, the abrupt changes occurring during the months ranging from January to
April are well beyond predictability without further meteorology inputs. For the other
latitudes, the correspondence between observed data and adjusted model outputs is15
excellent, pointing out the strength of the method.
Note that Butchart et al. (2003) presented a coupled chemistry-transport model
which simulates the QBO. The induced total column ozone at the equator was well
reproduced. However, the sub-tropical QBO-induced signal in total column ozone was
not adequately represented, especially in terms of frequency. The numerical simulation20
of the QBO is still a challenging problem and the statistical approach is a simple and
effective method.
Finally, Fig. 6a displays the estimates of the monthly indicators obtained from the
second regression, for the period 1996–2003 based on the UIUC 2-D model and the
corresponding results using adjusted model outputs are shown in Fig. 6b. Note that25
we did not correct for a trend anomaly since the trends were never deemed significant
in the first time period 1979–1995 (Table 5). Both the number and the levels of the
monthly anomalies dropped off drastically. However, some monthly anomalies are still
present, even accounting for the QBO and AO. Across all latitudes, the statistically
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adjusted model shows no anomalies from July to October.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a novel method to estimate and modify chemistry-
transport model calculations for total column ozone. We adjusted the model outputs
to gain some improvement in the quality of the prediction. The results show that for5
the period from 1996 to 2003, the improvement of the prediction is appreciable. The
purpose is different from data assimilation (Douglass et al., 1996; Levelt et al., 1998;
Smyshlyaev and Geller, 2001; Khattatov et al., 2000; Fierli et al., 2002). Specifically,
we do not modify the model itself, but we correct the model outputs. This method is
could potentially be used for 3-D models, or in other fields such as climate prediction10
with General Circulation Models (GCM).
Another advantage of our diagnostics and correction approach has to do with ozone
trends assessment. With our technique, we lessen the shift, scale and monthly anoma-
lies, and improve the representation of the AAO/AO and the QBO. For the solar cycle,
AAO/AO and the QBO, wemust rely on scenarios for these variations, since our method15
uses observations of some proxies, as it has already been done for the solar cycle in
the UIUC 2-D model over the period 1979–2050. Under a specific scenario, the trends
can be computed. Note that short-term variations linked to the AAO/AO and the QBO
may have a significant impact on trends for time periods of 10 years or so, but not so
much for 50 years or so. Therefore, our method has some predictive power concern-20
ing the trends. This would be helpful to account for these effects, especially under a
scenario with a change in the AO index due to greenhouse-gas forcing (Shindell et al.,
1999). A future work would be to make improvements in future long term trends, by
carrying out a similar diagnostics and correction procedure to 3-D model outputs for
halogen trends and chemistry-dynamics coupling. Indeed, if some deficiencies can25
be identified for the proxies associated with the emissions, the tempereatures, or the
treatment of the dynamics, the correction will have a beneficial effect. Note that the
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degree of uncertainty in a combined model - statistics prediction will also depend on
the quality of the proxy predictions.
The failings in the 2-D dynamics are in the process of being diagnosed, but that
it may be in part due to the 5◦ horizontal resolution and the resulting effects of this
coarse resolution on the dynamics. It is relatively easy to carry out the analysis and5
the correction and fast in terms of computation time. However, we do not intimately
associate observed anomalies with the chemical reactions and the transport equations
in the model. We a posteriori correct for it without learning about the model itself.
Accordingly, a possible way to use our technique for this purpose would be to design
an experiment where some inputs or constants fixed in the model could vary, and10
examine deficiencies of the model with our two stage procedure. This would give model
developers some additional knowledge in order to scientifically improve the treatment
of chemistry and transport processes.
Finally, our proposed method relies on two first-order approximations (with statis-
tically estimated errors): a linear relation between the model outputs and the mea-15
surements, and between the lack of fit and the explanatory variables. Even though
our technique was very effective, it may be possible to improve it by allowing non-
linear connections or mixed effects. For instance, building a method that would include
some realistic assumptions about the combined levels of chlorine and aerosols in the
atmosphere. Indeed, Tie and Brasseur (1995) showed that the response of ozone to20
aerosols is negative when chlorine loadings are low, and positive when they are high. If
a chemistry-transport model does not adequately replicate this feature, the associated
anomaly would be better estimated with a non-linear model with mixed effects than a
linear one assuming independent responses.
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Table 1. Coefficients estimates from the first regression of the measurements on the model
outputs, and Residual Standard Error. January 1979 to December 2003. A perfect match
between the model and the measurements would yield c=0 and a=1. (Standard errors in
parentheses.)
Latitude c a ρ RSE
60–50◦ S 100.0 (13.8) 0.64 (0.04) 0.70 (0.04) 10.0
50–40◦ S −10.5 (10.9) 1.00 (0.03) 0.72 (0.04) 6.8
40–30◦ S −72.4 (13.1) 1.22 (0.04) 0.77 (0.04) 5.2
30–20◦ S 83.9 (13.9) 0.68 (0.05) 0.80 (0.04) 5.4
20–10◦ S 115.5 (11.9) 0.55 (0.04) 0.79 (0.04) 3.6
10–0◦ S 88.6 (10.3) 0.66 (0.04) 0.87 (0.03) 2.8
0–10◦ N 4.1 (11.8) 0.99 (0.04) 0.87 (0.03) 3.1
10–20◦ N −15.0 (13.0) 1.06 (0.05) 0.81 (0.04) 4.4
20–30◦ N 7.1 (11.1) 0.96 (0.04) 0.81 (0.03) 4.9
30–40◦ N 99.0 (14.0) 0.66 (0.04) 0.82 (0.04) 7.2
40–50◦ N 40.0 (27.0) 0.87 (0.08) 0.81 (0.05) 11.3
50–60◦ N −8.4 (25.0) 0.99 (0.07) 0.77 (0.06) 12.2
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Table 2. Coefficients estimates of the second regression (Eq. 2) based on regressing the
residuals from the first regression on the solar flux (b in DU per 100 flux), the linear downward
trend (ω1 in DU per decade), the contrasted recovery ((ω2 in DU per decade), the AAO (South)
or the AO (North) (cao per 10 units of either 700mb height anomalies poleward of 20
◦ S or
1000mb height anomalies poleward of 20◦ N on their respective loading patterns), the QBO
(cqbo per 10 units of 50mb zonal wind index) with its sine (cqbos) and cosine (cqboc) multiples,
and the monthly indicators (not displayed here: see Fig. 6a). January 1979 to December 2003.
An insignificant coefficient means no model anomaly for the related regressor. (Standard errors
in parentheses.)
Latitude b (solar) ω1 (trend) ω2 (recovery) cao cqbo cqbos cqboc
60–50◦ S 0.14 (0.80) −0.75 (0.89) −0.09 (0.23) −0.73 (0.38) −0.04 (0.61) −1.13 (0.83) 1.29 (0.80)
50–40◦ S −0.73 (0.58) 0.58 (0.65) −0.24 (0.17) −1.27 (0.28) 1.25 (0.44) −1.40 (0.57) −1.71 (0.62)
40–30◦ S −0.62 (0.37) 0.15 (0.41) −0.15 (0.11) −0.17 (0.18) 1.57 (0.28) −1.37 (0.39) −2.13 (0.37)
30–20◦ S 0.25 (0.30) −0.43 (0.33) 0.02 (0.09) 0.12 (0.14) 1.52 (0.22) −0.61 (0.31) −2.23 (0.30)
20–10◦ S 0.35 (0.25) −0.30 (0.28) 0.04 (0.07) 0.21 (0.12) 0.80 (0.19) −0.17 (0.25) −1.89 (0.27)
10–0◦ S 0.11 (0.26) 0.25 (0.29) −0.04 (0.08) 0.02 (0.12) −1.42 (0.20) 0.22 (0.27) −0.34 (0.26)
0–10◦ N −0.11 (0.27) 0.36 (0.30) −0.06 (0.08) 0.21 (0.13) −1.45 (0.20) −0.38 (0.28) −0.23 (0.26)
10–20◦ N −0.45 (0.29) 0.13 (0.32) 0.00 (0.08) 0.48 (0.14) 0.54 (0.21) −0.03 (0.28) 1.37 (0.30)
20–30◦ N −0.25 (0.33) −0.13 (0.36) −0.05 (0.10) 0.45 (0.16) 1.16 (0.24) 0.12 (0.33) 2.25 (0.32)
30–40◦ N −0.01 (0.45) −0.52 (0.49) −0.03 (0.13) −0.55 (0.22) 0.66 (0.33) 0.32 (0.45) 2.57 (0.44)
40–50◦ N −0.10 (0.59) −0.07 (0.66) −0.02 (0.17) −2.71 (0.29) −0.11 (0.44) −0.14 (0.57) 0.76 (0.62)
50–60◦ N −0.73 (0.76) 0.02 (0.84) −0.03 (0.22) −2.03 (0.38) 0.80 (0.57) 0.96 (0.77) 1.10 (0.75)
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Table 3. Coefficients estimates from the first regression of the measurements on the model
outputs, and Residual Standard Error over the period January 1979 to December 1995. A
perfect match between the model and the measurements would yield c=0 and a=1. (Standard
errors in parentheses.)
Latitude c a ρ RSE
60–50◦ S 99.1 (16.9) 0.65 (0.05) 0.70 (0.05) 10.4
50–40◦ S −1.9 (13.8) 0.98 (0.04) 0.71 (0.05) 7.3
40–30◦ S −59.4 (16.6) 1.18 (0.05) 0.77 (0.05) 5.4
30–20◦ S 95.2 (16.7) 0.65 (0.06) 0.80 (0.04) 5.4
20–10◦ S 121.8 (14.3) 0.53 (0.05) 0.80 (0.04) 3.6
10–0◦ S 86.0 (12.4) 0.66 (0.05) 0.85 (0.04) 2.7
0–10◦ N −0.6 (15.1) 1.00 (0.06) 0.87 (0.03) 3.3
10–20◦ N −11.7 (16.3) 1.05 (0.06) 0.81 (0.04) 4.5
20–30◦ N 10.7 (13.5) 0.95 (0.05) 0.80 (0.04) 4.9
30–40◦ N 98.7 (17.4) 0.66 (0.05) 0.82 (0.05) 7.3
40–50◦ N 15.7 (30.1) 0.94 (0.09) 0.78 (0.06) 11.4
50–60◦ N −2.5 (29.6) 0.97 (0.08) 0.77 (0.06) 12.5
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Table 4. Coefficients estimates from the first regression of the measurements on the model
outputs, and Residual Standard Error over the period January 1996 to December 2003. A
perfect match between the model and the measurements would yield c=0 and a=1. (Standard
errors in parentheses.)
Latitude c a ρ RSE
60–50◦ S 101.8 (22.6) 0.63 (0.07) 0.65 (0.08) 9.2
50–40◦ S −28.6 (17.1) 1.05 (0.05) 0.74 (0.08) 5.7
40–30◦ S −103.6 (21.4) 1.32 (0.07) 0.75 (0.08) 4.6
30–20◦ S 60.2 (25.0) 0.76 (0.09) 0.79 (0.06) 5.3
20–10◦ S 98.2 (21.5) 0.62 (0.08) 0.77 (0.07) 3.6
10–0◦ S 92.3 (18.8) 0.65 (0.07) 0.89 (0.05) 2.8
0–10◦ N 14.3 (18.6) 0.95 (0.07) 0.89 (0.05) 2.7
10–20◦ N −3.0 (21.7) 1.00 (0.08) 0.82 (0.07) 4.3
20–30◦ N −0.7 (19.3) 0.99 (0.07) 0.81 (0.06) 4.7
30–40◦ N 99.9 (23.6) 0.64 (0.08) 0.82 (0.07) 6.9
40–50◦ N 45.8 (46.4) 0.85 (0.14) 0.79 (0.09) 11.1
50–60◦ N −22.0 (50.9) 1.02 (0.14) 0.76 (0.12) 11.6
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Table 5. Coefficients estimates of the second regression (Eq. 2) based on regressing the
residuals from the first regression on the solar flux (b in DU per 100 flux), the trend (ω1 in
DU per decade), the AAO (South) or the AO (North) (cao per 10 units of either 700mb height
anomalies poleward of 20◦ S or 1000mb height anomalies poleward of 20◦ N on their respective
loading patterns), the QBO (cqbo per 10 units of 50mb zonal wind index) with its sine (cqbos)
and cosine (cqboc) multiples, and the monthly indicators (not displayed here) over the period
January 1979 to December 1995. An insignificant coefficient means no model anomaly for the
related regressor. (Standard errors in parentheses.)
Latitude b (solar) ω1 (trend) cao cqbo cqbos cqboc
60–50◦ S 0.16 (0.92) −0.36 (1.02) −0.27 (0.47) 0.16 (0.77) −1.83 (1.06) 1.51 (1.04)
50–40◦ S −1.08 (0.67) 0.66 (0.74) −1.03 (0.34) 2.01 (0.56) −1.99 (0.74) −1.86 (0.78)
40–30◦ S −0.72 (0.41) 0.23 (0.45) −0.11 (0.21) 1.86 (0.34) −1.73 (0.47) −2.59 (0.45)
30–20◦ S 0.47 (0.34) −0.49 (0.38) 0.11 (0.18) 1.47 (0.29) −0.80 (0.39) −2.49 (0.38)
20–10◦ S 0.41 (0.29) −0.49 (0.32) 0.12 (0.15) 0.83 (0.24) −0.19 (0.32) −1.90 (0.34)
10–0◦ S 0.02 (0.30) 0.14 (0.33) −0.13 (0.15) −1.36 (0.25) 0.28 (0.34) −0.07 (0.33)
0–10◦ N −0.14 (0.31) 0.37 (0.35) 0.14 (0.16) −1.54 (0.25) −0.40 (0.35) 0.06 (0.34)
10–20◦ N −0.37 (0.34) −0.08 (0.38) 0.47 (0.18) 0.58 (0.27) −0.05 (0.36) 1.38 (0.38)
20–30◦ N −0.20 (0.38) −0.23 (0.42) 0.54 (0.20) 1.29 (0.30) 0.22 (0.42) 2.11 (0.41)
30–40◦ N 0.12 (0.49) −0.29 (0.55) −0.67 (0.26) 1.04 (0.39) 0.43 (0.55) 2.23 (0.53)
40–50◦ N −0.26 (0.67) 0.25 (0.76) −2.80 (0.35) 0.61 (0.55) 0.60 (0.73) 1.01 (0.77)
50–60◦ N −0.84 (0.88) 0.09 (0.99) −1.81 (0.46) 1.09 (0.72) 1.11 (0.99) 1.44 (0.96)
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Table 6. Coefficients estimates from the first regression of the measurements on the statistically
adjusted model outputs, and Residual Standard Error. The RSE for the unadjusted model
outputs (from Table 4) is shown in the last column for comparison purposes. January 1996 to
December 2003. A perfect match between the model and the measurements would yield c=0
and a=1. (Standard errors in parentheses.)
Latitude c a ρ RSE RSE (no adjustement)
60–50◦ S 30.4 (16.8) 0.89 (0.05) 0.69 (0.08) 6.2 9.2
50–40◦ S 2.7 (11.7) 0.99 (0.04) 0.74 (0.07) 4.8 5.7
40–30◦ S −7.2 (10.1) 1.02 (0.03) 0.78 (0.06) 3.4 4.6
30–20◦ S −14.9 (10.5) 1.04 (0.04) 0.79 (0.06) 2.3 5.3
20–10◦ S −21.5 (13.6) 1.07 (0.05) 0.80 (0.06) 1.9 3.6
10–0◦ S −8.2 (17.7) 1.04 (0.07) 0.90 (0.05) 2.0 2.8
0–10◦ N 25.0 (11.8) 0.92 (0.04) 0.88 (0.05) 2.0 2.7
10–20◦ N 4.0 (8.1) 0.99 (0.03) 0.75 (0.07) 2.1 4.3
20–30◦ N −5.3 (8.6) 1.01 (0.03) 0.73 (0.07) 2.5 4.7
30–40◦ N 12.3 (12.6) 0.94 (0.04) 0.80 (0.06) 3.8 6.9
40–50◦ N 11.8 (9.8) 0.96 (0.03) 0.68 (0.07) 4.5 11.1
50–60◦ N 1.9 (10.4) 0.99 (0.03) 0.59 (0.08) 5.9 11.6
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Fig. 1. Time series of monthly measurements (black) and model outputs (red) over the period
January 1979 to December 2003. Latitude bands: 60◦–50◦ S to 10◦–0◦ S.
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Fig. 2. Time series of monthly measurements (black) and model outputs (red) over the period
January 1979 to December 2003. Latitude bands: 0◦–10◦ N to 50◦–60◦ N.
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Fig. 3. Monthly anomalies (i.e. monthly indicators coefficients estimates from the second re-
gression), 1979–2003 for the UIUC 2-D model. White: not significant (coefficient estimate
smaller than 2 standard errors). Blue: the model underestimates by more than 2 standard
errors. Red: the model overestimates by more than 2 standard errors.
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Fig. 4. Time series of measurements (black), UIUC 2-D model outputs (red), and statistically
adjusted UIUC 2-D model outputs (green). In Dobson Units, 1996–2003, for latitude bands
60◦–50◦ S and 40◦–50◦ S.
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Fig. 5. Time series of measurements (black), UIUC 2-D model outputs (red), and statistically
adjusted UIUC 2-D model outputs (green). In Dobson Units, 1996–2003, for latitude bands
40◦–50◦ N and 50◦–60◦ N.
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Fig. 6. Monthly anomalies
(i.e. monthly indicators coeffi-
cients estimates form the sec-
ond regression), 1996–2003 for
(a): the UIUC 2-D model,
(b): the statistically adjusted
UIUC 2-D model. White: not
significant (coefficient estimate
smaller than 2 standard errors).
Blue: the model underestimates
by more than 2 standard errors.
Red: the model overestimates
by more than 2 standard errors.
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